Chemically modified bases are frequently used to stabilize nucleic acids, to study the driving forces for nucleic acid structure formation and to tune DNA and RNA hybridization conditions. In particular, fluorobenzene and fluorobenzimidazole base analogues can act as universal bases able to pair with any natural base and to stabilize RNA duplex formation. Although these base analogues are compatible with an A-form RNA geometry, little is known about the influence on the fine structure and conformational dynamics of RNA. In the present study, nano-second molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been performed to characterize the dynamics of RNA duplexes containing a central 1 0 -deoxy-1 0 -(2,4-difluorophenyl)-b-D-ribofuranose base pair or opposite to an adenine base. For comparison, RNA with a central uridine:adenine pair and a 1 0 -deoxy-1 0 -(phenyl)-b-D-ribofuranose opposite to an adenine was also investigated. The MD simulations indicate a stable overall A-form geometry for the RNAs with base analogues. However, the presence of the base analogues caused a locally enhanced mobility of the central bases inducing mainly base pair shear and opening motions. No stable 'base-paired' geometry was found for the base analogue pair or the base analogue:adenine pairs, which explains in part the universal base character of these analogues. Instead, the conformational fluctuations of the base analogues lead to an enhanced accessibility of the bases in the major and minor grooves of the helix compared with a regular base pair.
INTRODUCTION
Chemical modification of the backbone and the nucleobases of RNA can be used to probe the secondary and tertiary structure of RNA and to study the energetic contributions that stabilize or destabilize double-strand formation (1) . Recently, fluorobenzene and fluorobenzimidazol derivatives have been suggested as nucleic acid base analogues and universal bases (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) and to decompose and analyse the contributions of base stacking and hydrogen bonding to RNA secondary structure stability (5) (6) (7) . In the case of DNA, such base analogues have been used to study the mechanism of DNA replication [reviewed in (8) ]. Self-pairing fluorine-substituted phenyl nucleobases have recently been introduced that allow DNA polymerase-mediated DNA replication and an expansion of the genetic code (9) . For RNA, in particular, 1 0 -deoxy-1 0 -(2,4-difluorophenyl)-b-D-ribofuranose was found to act as a universal base that pairs with any natural base and stabilizes double-strand RNA (5) . Universal bases that stabilize base pair formation can be useful for DNA/RNA hybridization experiments. However, the duplex stabilization with respect to a duplex missing 1 bp was found to be significantly smaller than adding, for example, a natural U:A base pair [$3 kcal mol À1 (5)]. Similarly, in the case of DNA replacement of a thymine:adenine pair by a difluorotoluene base analogue destabilizes the helix by $ 4 kcal mol À1 (2, 10) . Spectroscopic studies using circular dichroism indicate that incorporation of a 2,4-difluorophenyl-(F)-base opposite to a natural base at the centre of a duplex RNA resulted in an overall A-form RNA helix (5) . The stabilizing contribution of a F-base has been attributed in part to the possible formation of a C-F:H-C bond, which has also been observed in crystal structures of 1 0 -deoxy-1 0 -(4-fluorophenyl)-b-D-ribofuranose (4). However, NMR experiments in chloroform failed to identify hydrogen bonding between adenine derivatives and difluorotoluene base analogues (10) . Quantum chemical studies also predict a significantly lower stability of pairs formed between fluorine-containing base analogues and adenine compared with a regular T:A pair (11) (12) (13) . The inability of fluorine to compete with stronger hydrogen bond acceptors such as oxygen and nitrogen is due to its low polarizability and tightly contracted lone pairs (14) . In addition, the universal base character of the fluorine-containing analogues indicates that these analogues may only form transiently stable 'hydrogen bonds' in the helix.
The thermodynamic and spectroscopic studies give no information on the fine structure and conformational dynamics of difluorophenyl-base containing RNA. Such information would be valuable to estimate the consequence of including such universal bases in larger RNA molecules. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are useful for studying the effect of the difluorophenyl-base on the conformational dynamics of duplex RNA at atomic detail. The MD method has already been used successfully to characterize the dynamics of regular RNA as well as RNA molecules that contain non-helical motifs, such as mismatches, bulges and loop structures [reviewed in (15, 16) ]. The MD method has also been used to investigate the dynamics of difluorotoluene opposite to adenine in B-DNA (17, 18) . It was found that an adenine:difluorotoluene base pair at the centre of a DNA oligonucleotide preserves overall B-form geometry but does not form a stable base pairing geometry and results in enhanced motions of the adenine:difluorotoluene base pair (17) .
In the present study, MD simulations on the nano-second time scale have been used to investigate the dynamics of a difluorophenyl:adenine (F:A) base pair in two different sequence contexts at the centre of an otherwise doublestranded RNA. For comparison, the MD of the corresponding natural uridine:adenine (U:A), a phenyl:adenine (P:A) pair as well as a F:F base pair have also been studied. The study indicates that the F:A, F:F and the P:A containing RNAs stay in an overall A-form structure during the entire simulations. However, the difluorophenyl (and phenyl) containing RNA oligonucleotides show significantly larger conformational fluctuations especially in terms of shear and base pair opening motions than a regular U:A base pair. The study allows drawing important conclusions on the character and magnitude of molecular motions of fluorobenzene analogues in duplex RNA and may give hints on the general most likely motions of nucleotide analogues and mismatches in duplex RNA. It also allows comparison of the effect of such analogues in RNA with previous simulations on DNA containing difluorotoluene bases (17, 18) .
METHODS
The Jumna (Junction Minimization of Nucleic Acids) program (19) (22) (23) (24) . Force field parameters for the fluorine atom were taken from the Cornell et al. (20) force field. Partial charges were calculated following the RESP protocol based on quantum chemical calculations at the HF/6-31G level using Gaussian98 (25) .
All MD simulations were performed with the sander module of the Amber6 (Assisted Model Building with Energy Restraints) package (26) in a periodic box including explicit TIP3 water molecules (27) and using the parm94 force field (20) . Initial positions of 16 additional sodium and 4 chloride ions were placed using the xleap module of the Amber package. About $2000 water molecules were added to fill the boxes. A 9 s cutoff for the short range non-bonded interactions was used in combination with the particle mesh Ewald option (28) using a grid spacing of $0.9 s to account for long range electrostatic interactions. The conformations of the solvated RNA molecules were first relaxed via EM. Following minimization, the systems were gradually heated from 50 to 300 K with positional restraints on the RNA atoms over a period of 0.1 ns. During another 0.1 ns simulation time at 300 K, the positional restraining force constant was gradually reduced from 50 kcal mol À1 s À2 to zero. Each simulation was continued for a total simulation time of $5.1 ns. All MD simulations were performed at constant pressure (1 bar) and constant temperature (300 K) with weak coupling to a temperature and pressure bath, respectively (relaxation times: 4 ps). Solute coordinates were stored every 0.25 ps simulation time. The helical parameters and backbone dihedral torsion angles of the generated structures were analysed using the program Curves (29) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
EM using Jumna (19) of all RNA duplexes with either a central uridine (U):adenine (A), a 2,4-difluorophenyl (F):A, a F:F or a phenyl (P):A base pair resulted in converged structures with no significant deviation from the A-form starting structure and the base analogues stacked in the helix. This indicates that the nucleobase analogues are sterically compatible with an A-form RNA geometry ( Figure 1 ). The first 2 ns of the MD simulations at 300 K were used to equilibrate the structures. The average inter-helical parameters of the central (5) base pairs of all RNA duplexes during the data gathering period (2-5.1 ns) were close to the values of the corresponding duplexes with natural base pairs ( Table 1 ). The root-mean-square deviation (Rmsd) of the generated structures in the case of the U:A and the F:A containing duplexes during the data gathering period (2-5.1 ns) is illustrated in Figure 2 . The RNA duplexes with central 2,4difluorophenyl:A pair showed larger deviations from the start structure and larger shifts of the total Rmsd compared with a regular RNA duplex with a central U:A base pair ( Figure 2 ). Similar observations were made for the other RNA duplexes with central base analogues (data not shown). However, as can be seen from Figure 3 , the conformational fluctuations along the RNA strands (with respect to an average structure) are not uniform. The fluctuations observed in the case of the base analogue containing RNAs are quite similar to the fluctuations of the reference RNA with the exception of the region around the central base pair. The region around the central base pair (heavy atoms $65-85 in the first strand and $215-235 in the second strand, Figure 3 ) showed strongly enhanced fluctuations not only of the backbone but in particular of the central bases. Interestingly, the enhanced fluctuations were observed for both the base analogue as well as the opposing base in the other strand. Note that the average structures from the data gathering period are for all duplexes with base analogues close to the average Aform structure of the reference duplex (with the U:A pair, illustrated for the F:A and P:A pair in Figure 4) with Rmsds of <1.5 s and average A-form helical parameters (Table 1 ). This result indicates that the duplexes with base analogues undergo significant conformational fluctuations but do not result in strand dissociation or an overall conformational drift, e.g. to a non-A-form structure.
Typical base pair geometries observed during the MD simulations are illustrated as snapshots for the F:A case in Figure 5 . Similar fluctuations were observed for all other base pairs containing base analogues (data not shown). The snapshots illustrate that both central bases can stay in a nearly 'base-paired' geometry similar to the geometry of an U:A pair ( Figure 5 ) but can also undergo significant motions towards the major and/or minor groove. Here, both symmetric (e.g. both bases move towards the major grove at the same time) as well as anti-symmetric motions (e.g. one moves toward the minor groove and the other base towards the major groove) were observed during the simulations. This result indicates that the presence of a central base pair with either a F:F, a P:A or a F:A base pair although largely preserving an A-form geometry during the entire simulations do not result in a stable base-paired geometry. Instead, the modified bases and the opposing adenine base sample a variety of substates with no 'hydrogen bonding' or only weakly stable 'hydrogen bonds' between the central bases. Such sampling of substates without stable 'hydrogen bonding' was also observed in MD simulations of the difluorotoluene:adenine pair in DNA termed base pair 'breathing' motion (17, 18) . The lack of a stable hydrogen bonding geometry is compatible with the known character of organic fluorine to seldom form stable hydrogen bonds (14) . It also agrees with the experimentally observed universal base character of the base analogues (5) and NMR studies on adenine derivatives and difluorotoluene in chloroform that did not result in stable hydrogen bonding (10) .
To further analyse the character of the motions caused by the presence of base analogues, the base-base helical parameters and fluctuations at the duplex centre and nearest neighbours was analysed. Most average base-base parameters of the base pairs adjacent to the central base pairs containing a base analogue are similar to the corresponding averages for the RNA duplex with natural base pairs ( Table 2 , numbers in parenthesis indicate the SDs over the data gathering period). Slight shifts and enhanced fluctuations were observed in the case of the helical parameters stretch and stagger of the central base pairs in the presence of base analogues ( Table 2) . However, the most significant increase in fluctuations due to the base analogues compared with the reference duplexes was observed for the base-base helical parameters shear and opening (Table 2 ) fully compatible with the snapshots illustrated in Figure 5 . Shear motion indicates an overall translational motion of the bases in the direction perpendicular to the helical axis and to an axis that connects the two bases at the centre. Opening motion indicates an angular motion in the same direction. Symmetric and anti-symmetric shear and opening motions, respectively, of the bases are distinguished by the sign in the plots. Interestingly, both types of motion with enhanced magnitude compared with standard duplex RNA were seen for the F:F, the F:A as well as the P:A central base pair (Figure 6 ). The sampling time of a few nanoseconds was sufficient to observe several opening and shear transitions (motions of the bases from a position in the minor to the major groove and vice versa, Figure 6 ). Interestingly, in both the cases, the same parameter fluctuations for the neighbouring base pairs were much smaller and close to the magnitude observed for the regular RNA duplex ( Figure 6 ). Apparently, the enhanced conformational fluctuations due to the modified nucleotides are localized to the centre of the duplex with only a small influence on the fluctuations of adjacent nucleotides. This was also seen for the F:A pair flanked by A:U base pairs indicating that the context effect is small with little influence of opening and shear motion of the central base on the pairing of the flanking A:U bases ( Figure 6 ). This conclusion is also supported by the results on atomic fluctuations (in Figure 2) .
The origin of the increased shear and opening motions in terms of backbone dihedral torsion angle fluctuations around the central base pair was investigated. The presence of central base analogues did not affect the sugar conformation significantly as indicated by the torsion angle d which mainly affects the sugar pucker state (Table 3) . In all the cases, the d angle stayed close to values compatible with a C 0 3 -endo sugar pucker state with similar fluctuations in the modified nucleotides and also at the flanking nucleotides. A similar small influence was observed for the torsion angles a, b and g (data not shown). A number of crank shift motions (also called a-g flips) were observed (both a and g change from Àgauche and gauche to trans, respectively) but did not show any correlation between the observed opening and shear motions. The average e and z backbone dihedral angles were similar to the corresponding values for the natural duplexes (Table 3) . However, the e and z fluctuations were larger than for the natural duplexes at the central nucleotide and also at the 5 0 -neighbouring nucleotide (Table 3) . Molecular mechanics studies on DNA have indicated that base pair opening motions correlate with changes in the backbone dihedral torsion angle z (30). MD simulations on difluorotoluene base analogues opposite to adenine in DNA have found little correlation between the observed base pair 'breathing' motions and changes in e and z dihedral angles (17) . Such breathing motions or in the present study base pair shear and opening motion are, however, affected by the motions of two bases in opposite strands. In Figure 7 , the shift motion (motion in the base pair plane perpendicular to the direction that connects two bases on opposite strands) of single bases (base analogue or opposing base) with respect to the previous base and the following base versus simulation time are plotted (for the duplex: 5 0 -CGUFACG/5 0 -CGUAACG). In addition, the changes of the e and z angles (at the central nucleotide and the 5 0 nucleotide) versus simulation time are plotted and show at least a qualitative correlation with respect to the shift motion of the central base. Interestingly, no transitions of the dihedral torsion angles to new substates (e.g. Àgauche!trans transistions, separated by torsional barriers) were observed, but only shifts by $5-10 that appear to be sufficient to mediate significant translational/ rotational shifts of the bases. No such coupling is seen for the a and d (Figure 7 ) and other dihedral torsion angles at the central base. The observed coupling between e /z and the base shift motions could be due to the fact that the C3 0 -O3 0 bond (e-rotation) and the O3 0 -P bond (z-rotation) have a significant component in the direction of the RNA helical axis. Consequently, any rotation around these bonds affects base motions in the plane perpendicular to the helical axis (like shift and opening motions).
CONCLUSION
The present study aimed at characterizing the influence of a 2,4-difluorophenyl nucleobase and a phenyl base analogue opposite to an adenine base on the flexibility of RNA. Both base analogues have been found to act as universal bases able to pair with any natural base (5). However, only the 2,4-difluorophenyl nucleobase was found to stabilize the RNA duplex. In agreement with experimental results, the RNAs with base analogues stayed in an overall A-form geometry throughout the MD simulations. This also agrees with structural studies of difluorotoluene opposite to adenine in DNA that indicated lower duplex stability but overall B-form DNA geometry (31) . However, significantly larger conformational fluctuations of the central base pairs in particular opening and shear motions compared with a reference RNA with a central U:A base pair were observed. The motions resulted in many conformations without a 'base-paired' geometry of the central base analogue and the opposing adenine. Similar results were obtained in previous MD simulation studies on a difluorotoluene base analogue opposite to adenine in B-DNA duplexes (17, 18) . This result indicates that the influence of such base analogues on the dynamics of DNA is similar to the effect in RNA. On the present nano-second time scale, several 'flips' between completely intra-helical and partially extra-helical base pair geometries were observed. The perturbation of neighbouring base pairs appeared to be small. The simulations indicate that the 2,4-difluorophenylnucleobase can only form weak transiently stable 'hydrogen bonds' to the opposing base in the RNA duplex. A similar character of enhanced mobility was observed in the case of F:A and F:F base pairs. This result offers an explanation for the experimental observation that the 2,4-difluorophenylnucleobase is a universal base and that the stabilization effect of the helix is primarily due to stacking effects (3,5). Any 
Average inter-base helical parameters (SDs in parenthesis) were calculated for the central base pair (position 0) and the 5 0 (À1) and 3 0 (+1) neighbouring base pairs (relevant sequence in bold, second strand in 3 0 ! 5 0 direction) averaged over the entire data gathering period (2-5.1 ns) using Curves (29) . stable 'hydrogen bonding' is likely to interfere with the characteristics of a universal base. The simulation studies also give an impression on what types of motions and conformational transitions are expected in the case of incorporation of base analogues or chemically modified bases in duplex RNA. These motions are mainly shear and opening motions of the base analogue and the opposing base. It is likely that similar types of conformational motions and transitions occur in other types of mismatches that weaken intra-strand base pairs. The present simulation studies indicate that the fluorinated base analogues cause an increase in the motion of the backbone torsion angles e and z around the base pair with the base analogue and that changes in e and z show some correlation with base motions of the same strand. Since the shear and opening motion (or breathing motion) of the complete base pair are affected not only by one base but also by the motion of the opposing base, the correlation with single e and z dihedral angles is much weaker. Nevertheless, these dihedral angles seem to play a decisive role to drive the helical base motions. The conformational transitions towards both major and minor grooves lead to a greater chemical accessibility of the base analogues. The result offers an explanation as to why base mismatches although on average in a helical and stacked conformation are often much more sensitive to chemical probing reagents than regular base pairs (32) . As demonstrated in the present study, MD simulations can be useful to systematically probe the dynamics of modified bases in RNA at atomic detail. This can be very helpful for the design of base modifications for a specific purpose. 78 (7) 78 (7) 79 (7) 79 (7) 79 (7) 80 (7) Average dihedral torsion angles (SDs in parenthesis) were calculated for the central nucleotide of the first strand (position 0) and the 5 0 (À1) and 3 0 (+1) neighbouring nucleotides (indicated in bold) averaged over the entire data gathering period (2-5.1 ns). 
